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Editor’s note:
The one about coffee
Eric Long | editor-in-chief
A 16oz americano with caramel sauce and and soy. That’s my 
coffee order, and it has gotten to the point that when I walk up to 
order at Thomas Hammer, the baristas are already grabbing the 
cup and caramel.
When the news broke that Thomas Hammer was shutting down 
in the PUB on May 26, right before dead week, I was devastated. 
But there is a silver lining to the situation. Thomas Hammer will 
be moving to the library come fall quarter.
To learn more about this development, turn to page 4 and 
read “Thomas Hammer stays on campus” by contributing writer 
Ryan Arnold.
Also in this issue:
President Mary Cullinan has some news about the Multicultural 
Center and says one week of diversity and inclusion is not enough. 
Read her op-ed on page 11.
Kalli Wolf got insight into what the new ASEWU leadership 
has planned for next school year. Turn to pages 8 and 9 for The 
Easterner exclusive interviews.
Not a fan of the heat and need to cool off? Learn what Fish 
Lake has to offer in “EWU students find a place in Cheney to cool 
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Front explained
This week’s front was about events that happened this past week and 
events coming up toward the end of the year hence why the calendar 
has pages flying off of it. 
by Abbi Vance
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Since 1968, Native American Student Association (NASA) continues to be a support system for Native American and non-Native American students on campus. 
NASA is a student organization advised by the staff 
of the Native American studies program, according to the 
EWU clubs webpage. NASA’s focus is teaching students 
skills that will benefit them in their education and future 
careers, and usually has between 10 and 15 members at any 
given time. 
NASA has become a support system for a lot of the 
members. Kelly Watt, EWU senior and vice president of 
NASA, considers the organization a second home. “NASA 
became my home away from home; this was a big reason 
why I stayed here at Eastern,” Watt said. 
The organization’s student and culture empowerment 
are what some of the members like about the organization. 
Imani Antone, a junior and liaison of NASA, said her 
favorite thing about the club is that she gets to eat and 
make traditional food. 
“I like that we are able to share the diversity within our 
culture with other natives and non-natives. I also love that we 
can make traditional food such as frybread,” Antone said.
Honey Brown, a sophomore and the president of NASA, 
said his favorite thing about NASA is what the students 
stand for. “I like being a part of a group of students who 
strive to make a positive change at EWU,” Brown said.  
NASA works to support Native American students in 
their education as well as in their college environment and 
encourages members and students to be involved in leader-
ship, social, educational and recreational events, according 
to the EWU clubs webpage.  
Some of the organization’s annual events include a trip 
to Scarywood, participating in the Homecoming parade, 
hosting their annual pow wow, Indian taco feeds, potlucks 
with other diverse organizations like M.E.Ch.A and BSU 
and being involved in intramural sports. NASA has even 
won the Homecoming Parade two years in a row now. 
The annual Spirit of the Eagle Pow Wow is some of the 
members’ favorite experience. “My favorite experience was 
helping out with the pow wow my freshman year. There 
was a fairly large turnout,” Watt said. 
Being involved in intramural sports is Antone’s 
favorite experience. “Playing intramural sports with 
our name NASA is the best because it always confuses 
people,” Antone said. 
One of the upcoming events NASA has is its end of the 
year potluck with M.E.Ch.A and BSU. The potluck is open for 
anyone to come and will take place May 26 at Sutton Park from 
4-6 p.m. NASA will also host its annual Spirit of the Eagle 
Pow Wow in October. Along with other diverse clubs, NASA is 
actively involved in the Multicultural Center Coalition.  
NASA faces challenges with awareness. Many students, 
and, faculty do not realize that the organization exists. 
“When we attend events as ‘NASA’ people assume we are 
part of the actual space program NASA,” Antone said. 
Brown rates the amount of awareness students have 
about NASA, “On a scale of 1 to 10 I would say awareness 
is at a 4.” Brown said he believes changes will come 
once there is greater awareness. “Once students and staff 
recognize our club, then our impact is strong and helps 
eliminate existing stereotypes,” Brown said. 
Antone also said he believes the club can have a 
positive influence on EWU students. “The club introduces 
students to various Native American cultures and decreases 
stereotypical beliefs,” Antone said.  
Although the organization can have such a big 
impact on students it can be hard to achieve it when not 
many non-native students are a part of the organization. 
A common change the NASA members would like to 
see within their organization is the involvement of 
more non-native students. “Although we are the Native 
American Student Association, you don’t have to be 
Native American to join. We encourage all students and 
family to come and learn about our club and culture,” 
Antone said. 
The continued support of EWU is needed for the 
organization to thrive. However, according to Watt a little 
more is needed as well. “EWU can follow the lead of 
other community colleges and universities to actually set 
aside funding for a pow wow,” said Watt. “It is a struggle 
to obtain funding for our pow wow; it is mentally and 
physically draining.” 
Dive into Native American culture
By Montse Franco | contributing writer
“ I like being a part of a 
group of students who strive 
to make a positive change 
at EWU.
Honey Brown | NASA president
Pictured left to right : Honey Brown, Imani Antone, Kelly Watt | photo by Montse Franco
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EWU students no longer need to worry about losing popular coffee shop Thomas 
Hammer after the PUB renovation 
jeopardized the existence of the 
vendor on campus. 
Thomas Hammer will be 
relocated to the JFK Library, 
which will alleviate stress to those 
caffeine addicts who love what 
Thomas Hammer has to offer.
Allison Grimes, the store 
manager at Thomas Hammer, is 
pleased to announce that with the 
store relocation there will be great 
differences in what is offered. With 
these changes there will still be the 
chill vibe that Thomas Hammer 
is known for. Grimes was not 
directly involved with the process 
of moving, but was informed along 
the way as the decision to move 
Thomas Hammer came into reality. 
“Thomas Hammer [owner], Janet 
Williams [vice president] met with 
Mary Voves [vice president for 
business and finance] to discuss the 
relocation of the store.” Grimes said 
It was to our great pleasure that 
the store was approved to move to 
JFK come fall of 2016. Although 
the current store will be closing on 
May 26, rest assured that store will 
surface again with the different 
location come fall term.” 
Grimes was not directly involved 
with the process of moving, but 
was informed along the way as the 
decision to move Thomas Hammer 
came into reality. “[Owner] Thomas 
Hammer [and Vice President] Janet 
Williams met with [Vice President 
for Business and Finance] Mary 
Voves  to discuss the relocation of 
the store,” said Grimes. “It was to 
our great pleasure that the store was 
approved to move to JFK come fall of 
2016. Although the current store will 
be closing on May 26, rest assured 
that store will surface again with the 
different location come fall term.”
“Don’t want to get hopes up 
but there is a chance for extended 
hours and a potential for openings 
on the weekends. This will allow 
Thomas Hammer to better service 
its valued customers and help 
EWU students during busy school 
terms,” Grimes said.
EWU senior Halee Reeves 
frequents Thomas Hammer often 
and was sad to hear the news of the 
store’s supposed closing. Reeves is 
graduating in June but will return to 
the nest as a graduate Eagle come fall 
term and relies on Thomas Hammer 
as her fix for pick-me-ups. “I do not 
know how much money I spent on 
coffee throughout my journey at 
EWU, but I have a feeling it is a lot. 
I’m incredibly happy that Thomas 
Hammer will be returning to EWU’s 
campus and am excited for graduate 
school come fall,” Reeves said.
Caffeine addicts can still get their fix this fall
By Ryan Arnold | contributing writer
“	 Don’t	want	to	get	hopes	up	
but there is a chance for extended 
hours and a potential for openings 
on the weekends.
Allison Grimes | Thomas Hammer store manager Thomas Hammer coffee | Photo by Ryan Arnold
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EWU instructor prescribes students playtime
By Brad Brown | contributing writer
Maggie Rowe did not get many kind looks from her students when she made them play hot potato with a 
real potato on the first day of class. 
Like a doctor detecting a common cold, Rowe 
identified the obvious symptoms of deep-seated play 
deprivation. Prescribing a few games of tag and 
little bit of arts and crafts, her students were cured 
of their symptoms and most importantly, remem-
bered the importance of play. 
EWU quarterly faculty Maggie Rowe has found 
a way to put play back into the EWU catalog. From 
trips to the EWU challenge course to building 
cardboard slingshots, CDST 421-Play and Playwork 
is certainly among the most fun courses offered 
on campus. Working in the Children’s Studies 
undergraduate program, Rowe is teaching students 
how to have a strong foundation in play.
“I think the biggest message is, if we want to 
help children, we need to understand how import-
ant play is in their lives.” Rowe said. 
Rowe said she believes that play is the gateway 
to all children’s learning and in order to understand 
the benefits of play, students have to overcome their 
own play deprivation.
“If you have a typical college experience where 
you’re totally stressed out and you’re going from job 
to class to volunteer to other responsibilities, you’re 
probably in a zone of play deprivation yourself, 
which looks a lot like depression,” said Rowe. “If 
you’re going to be a light to these kids, you need 
to be healthy yourself. You need to have a rocking 
play life where you know what makes you happy, 
know how to cope with watching kids suffer. So you 
have to completely take care of yourself and have an 
amazing playlife so you can be sustainable and be a 
great advocate for kids.”
Before dedicating herself last december to teach-
ing children’s studies full-time at EWU, Rowe spent 
over 12 years working in healthcare. Among some 
of her accolades, Rowe was awarded the Golden 
Heart Award by the American Childhood Cancer 
Organization Inland Northwest in recognition of 
her outstanding direct care and service given to 
children at Sacred Heart Children’s Hospital in 
Spokane. Working the fields of recreational therapy 
and child life, Rowe knows how to educate students 
on what skills are helpful and what are not.
“It’s all about releasing the resilience in 
others through joy and play,” said Rowe. “It 
might sound like a flimsy whimsical thing at 
first glance but really it’s the reason why any of 
us get up in the morning. Finding those things 
in your life that give meaning and bring us 
together with people that we love, moving our 
bodies in ways that are exciting and doing all 
these kinds of things, it’s life.” 
One of the fields that the EWU Children’s 
Studies program is pushing is child life. Rowe 
explained how in hospitals, there is great need for 
people who know how to interact with kids and 
help them cope with what they are dealing with. 
One of the main ways they get this accomplished is 
in large part by playing. 
Rowe believes that when kids are not playing, 
they are not developing. 
“Kids need play like they need air to breathe. 
It’s that important for every piece of their develop-
ment,” said Rowe. “Playing with little toys builds 
fine motor skills. Playing tag builds growth motor 
skills. Playing with other people builds social 
skills. Playing is just ridiculously important to the 
development of every child.”
Included in Rowe’s syllabus for CDST 421-Play 
and Playwork is an example of how childhood is 
shrinking. “Activities meant for kids look suspi-
ciously like opportunities for enrichment, designed 
to make children competitive with their peers from 
very young ages. For example, it is now possible to 
‘fail Kindergarten,’ and be behind in writing skills 
at 4 years of age.”
Rowe’s course included having her students 
make something fun out of “a bunch of crap” and 
taking it home to play with their roommates. As 
fun as this course was for her students, Rowe also 
found great enjoyment in teaching it.
“This class was the most fun thing I’ve ever 
done,” said Rowe. “They were so excited asking, 
‘What are we going to play today? What are we 
going to learn about today?’”
Rowe continues to try and make every-
where she goes more playful and advocates for 
anyone interested in learning about children to 
take her classes. 
“Check us out and see if this would be a good 
fit for you,” said Rowe. “We really want students 
to come and get a great background in children. 
We want to be people’s base for all things kids 
and family. This has broad applications for lots of 
different career fields.” 
students playing a game | contributed by Maggie Rowe 
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The spring concert is back at EWU and bringing Parmalee and Allen Stone on May 23 in Reese Court at 7:30 p.m. “All Eagle Entertainment [EE] events are an alternative to 
going out drinking and a safe way for students to 
have fun,” EWU senior and EE concert coordi-
nator Madi Castro said. 
Past concerts brought popular musicians 
such as Macklemore in 2013 and Andy 
Grammer in 2015. 
EWU alumnus Jarett Snyder attended both 
the Macklemore and Andy Grammer concert 
performances on campus. 
“The concerts were dope because EWU 
[was] able to get good artists here,” said Snyder. 
“Macklemore and Andy Grammer put on a 
great show for us students. There were so many 
students that came out to see both shows so I 
assume the concerts are a big deal for students.”
“Everything has a fee and this is totally free 
with nationally touring artists,” said Castro. “We 
try our best to make it an annual event.”
Parmalee is a country rock band that 
includes brothers Matt and Scott Thomas, cousin Barry Knox and 
longtime friend Josh McSwain. Their roots are bluegrass,  
traditional country, southern rock and blues, which the members 
in the band grew up listening to, according to the band’s webpage, 
www.parmalee.com. 
One of the more popular songs Parmalee has produced is titled 
“Carolina,” which was released back in 2013 and received critical 
praise from People, The New York Times, USA Today, Newsday 
and Billboard. 
Allen Stone is a solo artist with a soul and rhythm and blues feel. 
Stone was born in Chewelah, Washington, which 
is 45 minutes north of Spokane. According 
to mtv.com, USA Today has called Stone a 
“pitch-perfect powerhouse.” The New York Times 
has been known to compare his music to Stevie 
Wonder, Marvin Gaye, Donny Hathaway and 
Bill Withers. 
Stone sees himself as a “hippie with a soul” 
with his long, curly blonde hair and thick-
rimmed glasses referring to not only his looks 
but the messages in his music. 
He received his start in church when he was 
only three years old. Stone has spent the last 
four years fixating on his different and old-fash-
ioned style, according to MTV. 
“I’m not too familiar with Allen Stone but 
I’m sure if EWU chose him for the spring 
concert he must be good,” said Snyder. “The last 
two concerts I attended did not disappoint but 
they were artists most students knew about.”
The concert is free for EWU students and tickets can be 
purchased at the EWU bookstore with their student ID. 
Doors to the event will open at 6:30 p.m.
Spring concert is back bringing country and soul performers 
Parmalee and Allen Stone to perform at this year’s Last Blast Spring concert
By Kristi Lucchetta | staff writer
“All Eagle 
Entertainment 
[EE] events are an 
alternative to going 
out drinking and a 
safe way for students 
to have fun.
Madi Castro | EWU senior and EE 
concert coordinator
Artist Allen Stone | Photo contributed by allenstone.com Band Parmalee | Photo contributed by parmalee.com
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Greek Week highlights 
Sampling of Greek Week 
events showcased from 
May 11-17 
 photos by Melanie Flint
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ASEWU Elections
Votes have been counted and the newly elected ASEWU council is defining their plans for the upcoming school year. Voter turnout 
for this year’s 2016-17 ASEWU elections was in the middle of the pack compared to recent years, with just over 8 percent of  
students voting. Newly elected and re-elected candidates have many plans in store for the 2016-17 school year.
One of Koch’s goals as 
ASEWU president is to create 
more involvement on campus. 
“You know it’s surprising to see 
how many people don’t actually 
know about ASEWU, so we 
want to really amplify who we 
are on campus [and] get more 
involvement,” he said.
 Koch wants ASEWU to be 
the body that ensures students 
are having a good time. “More 
recognition from us as a whole, 
so people know that we are here 
… That’s how you foster up 
ideas for new kinds of things,” 
he said.
 On top of involvement, 
Koch wants the students to 
know he has an open door 
policy. He wants all students to 
feel comfortable coming to him 
with ideas. Koch said he wants 
to put on events that remind 
students how great Eastern is. 

















There has been a griev-
ance filed. ASEWU superior 
court is reviewing the appeal 
and the case.
Jenniges has three major goals for 
the upcoming school year: push forward 
for the smoke- and tobacco-free policy 
on campus, create a safer environment 
and improve the quality of food at EWU. 
Jenniges said in the past few years, the 
smoke- and tobacco-free policy has failed 
to be passed. “With the students’ support, 
I plan to push the policy forward and to 
finally get it into effect,” she said.
 Jenniges is also focused on improving 
the quality of safety on campus. “Whether 
that means improvements to the campus 
itself or just educating students on ways to 
be safer,” Jenniges said.
 Finally, Jenniges hopes to improve 
the quality of food on Eastern’s campus. 
She will be working on this with Ana 
Melendrez, who just got elected for 
ASEWU Student Services on this goal. 
Jenniges said she and Melendrez talked 
to many students during the campaign 
and found a large majority of them were 
concerned about the healthiness of the 
food here. “We definitely want to push 
for more healthy options and created 
well-balanced meals,” she said.
One of Shimamoto’s 
goals is to work on the 
Homecoming reform, 
something she is currently 
working very hard on. For 
the upcoming school year, she 
plans to continue working on 
this reform and taking the 
next steps needed.
 Shimamoto said the 
funding system for Clubs and 
Organizations has been re-
cently modified. Another goal 
of hers is to help all of the 
clubs and organizations with 
this change. “I’m going to try 
to and help them understand 
what they need to be doing to 
get the funding they need,” 
she said.
 Shimamoto also hopes to 
work more closely with Eagle 
Entertainment. She said she 
would like to better help 
people promote themselves 
through ASEWU.
Radawick plans to continue working 
on his current efforts regarding athletic 
affairs and university advancement for 
the upcoming school year. Recently, 
administration expressed concern over a 
locker room granted to the varsity hockey 
team in 2008. Administration wants 
to make it fair to all teams by taking 
the locker room away from the hockey 
team. Radawick said working with the 
administration and the hockey team has 
taught him that there are always two 
sides to the story. “Our job is to be the 
voice of the students, because if we don’t 
stand up for what the students want then 
nobody will,” he said.
 Radawick plans to continue these 
efforts to find a middle ground between 
the hockey team and the administration, 
alongside any other concerns that come his 
way. “Basically I just want to work really 
hard on making sure I get not only the 
administration’s side to every story, but also 
the students’ side,” he said.
 As far as specific plans go, Radawick 
said his main goal is to just work with the 
sports clubs as well as he can. 
By Kalli Wolf | staff writer
VS
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Prior to running for ASEWU, 
Melendrez said she was not very 
familiar with ASEWU and its 
mission. With her new position, she 
hopes to make students more aware of 
ASEWU’s presence on campus.
“My biggest plan is just making 
the students more aware of my 
position and what I can do for them,” 
she said.
 Melendrez said she wants all students 
to feel like they can come to her. “I just 
want students to be able to come to me 
about anything pertaining to EWU and 
feeling comfortable with that,” she said.
 Melendrez is currently on the 
Dining Services Committee at EWU. 
Another goal of hers is to get student 
voices as to what kind of food they would 
like to see on campus. “With the PUB 
renovation going on, I want to try and get 
more student input,” Melendrez said.
In order to do this, Melendrez plans to 
do some polls and bring the results to the 
Dining Services Committee so students’ 
needs are heard and, hopefully, provide 
EWU with healthier dining options.
Weber’s main goal for next year 
is to find a source of funding for a 
fitness center on the EWU Spokane 
campus. “There’s a lot of students 
who go there and say they would like 
there to be a fitness center for them 
in Spokane,” he said.
 Part of Weber’s position is to 
be the voice of the Spokane campus. 
He said many Spokane students 
find it inconvenient for them to 
have to drive all the way to Cheney 
just to use the fitness center they are 
paying for. The bus also poses an 
inconvenience, as it is too much of a 
time constraint for students. Weber 
hopes to “provide a way for students 
who live in Spokane or just attend 
the Spokane campus to basically 
have a fitness option,” he said.
 His main goal is to set the 
groundwork for this fitness center 
so EWU Spokane and WSU 
Spokane have their own fitness 
center. “My main goal is to come 
up with a mode of funding for 
that,” Weber said.
No comment
By Kalli Wolf | staff writer
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G rab the sunblock and the fishing pole because Cheney has a hot spot EWU students are taking advantage of to cool off, fish, kick back with friends and crack 
a cold one.
Fish Lake is located right in the heart of Cheney and 
only 4.2 miles from EWU, making it an easy destination for 
students to get to whenever they want. EWU junior Juan 
Hernandez said he enjoys Fish Lake because it is close and 
convenient for students to get to. 
EWU junior Thomas Newton said, “It’s just nice to be 
able to go out there and soak in the water.”
Fish Lake is a small, 47-acre lake that fills up quickly and 
even has its very own sand. EWU junior Colby Starring said 
he likes Fish Lake because it is the only lake around with 
sand. He added that he has learned to get there early and beat 
the rush of people because it gets packed on a hot day. 
EWU senior Ian Bouchard said he likes that the lake is 
small because it makes it easier to intermingle with people.
Fish Lake also includes a playground and 10.8-mile 
walking trail from Cheney to Spokane. EWU junior Lauren 
Fisher said she loves running on the trail or even going on 
a casual walk with friends during the day. Fisher added she 
even saw baby turtles one afternoon.
Bouchard said Fish Lake is a good place friends to 
get together and there are a lot of new people to meet 
and drink beer with. However, according to Bouchard, 
“Fish Lake can hurt your school studies sometimes 
because the lake tends to be a bigger priority during 
spring quarter.”
Bouchard is not the only EWU student who 
likes to indulge in a beverage at Fish Lake. 
Newton said his favorite part about Fish 
Lake is being able to go sit out on a 
floaty, take his floating cooler with 
him and drink some beer. 
Starring, who goes multiple times 
a month, said, “I like to get in the 
water, drink a few beers and relieve the 
stress of school.”
Newton mentions the lake is lacking in 
fish to catch. “I wish someone would put some 
more fish in the lake. After all, it is called Fish 
Lake,” Newton said.
Not only does the fishing need improvement, the 
parking needs to be expanded as well. When it is a hot day, 
and everyone rushes to the lake, parking fills up quick. 
Starring said he really wants the parking improved.
The small lake has room for everyone on a hot day and ac-
cording to Hernandez the lake demands some cold beverages 
and relaxation each time he goes. 
EWU students find a place in Cheney to cool off 
By Kenna Tornow | contributing writer
Arts and Entertainment
Fish Lake Regional 
Park is located  at 14314 
S Myers Park Road in Cheney 
 
 Illustration by Heidi Wachtel
EWU Alpha Kappa Psi chapter adviser, Bekah Todd, beat breast cancer over a year ago only to recently discover it had come 
back. To help raise money the Fraternity is putting 
together a sporting event called Bubble Soccer to-
morrow from 3-5 p.m. at JFK field, located behind 
the library. 
“I didn’t want to do the typical fundraiser with a 
bake sale,” said EWU senior Mackenzie Sheehan. “I 
wanted to do something active and not so traditional.” 
The teams are made up of usually three to five 
players in which each player is in a blow up ball 
that covers their head and upper body while they 
play soccer. Bubble soccer has been featured on The 
Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon.
There is also a U.S. Bubble Soccer Association 
(USBSA) that is a national alliance of leagues and 
owners that promote bubble soccer in the United States. 
Teams are co-ed and consist of three players who 
go head to head for five to seven minutes, which 
Sheehan assured would be more than enough time 
to tire players out.
“We’ve already had Safeway and Albertsons donate 
gatorade and water bottles for the event,” said EWU 
junior Brionna Husted. “Albertsons has also donated 
items for the first place grand prize basket.”
Those who did not sign up to play can still 
donate money or any other items, and both specta-
tors and players can enjoy food and drinks for free. 
“Our chapter adviser made a GoFundMe 
account but as college students we don’t have a 
lot of money,” said Sheehan. “I wanted to plan 
something where a lot of people and students can 
donate what they can.”
The sign-up cost was $30 a team. The top three 
teams will receive three $10 gift cards and the grand 
prize, which will be a gift basket.
“We are still throwing [the gift basket] together 
with donations that we have received,” Husted said.
Each team member will also receive a free t-shirt. 
“So far the event is completely paid for so any 
new donations will go toward profit and the cause,” 
Sheehan said.
Sheehan said she hopes to make this a yearly 
event either to raise money for a certain cause or the 
Alpha Kappa Psi chapter. 
The equipment and space is rented for two 
hours but Sheehan said if the event goes longer 
than planned, the rental company and location have 
agreed to allow for the extra time needed.
“It should be a lot of fun for those that are 
watching and those that are playing,” Sheehan said.
New sport of Bubble Soccer raising money for chapter adviser 
By Kristi Lucchetta | staff writer
Illustration by Heidi Wachtel
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EWU’s 2016 Diversity and Inclusion Week was filled with inspi-rational and beautifully organized events that showcased the multiple ways in which we experience diversity. The week also 
provided many opportunities for serious reflection 
and conversation. I’m very grateful to the Pres-
ident’s Committee on Diversity and the faculty, 
staff and students who organized and participated 
in this important week on our campuses.
If we’re going to achieve our goals of excellence, 
all of us need to work actively, continuing to create 
a welcoming culture that embraces diversity and 
inclusion and fosters mutual respect and civil dialogue. 
Diversity and Inclusion Week contributes significantly to these goals. 
But one week is not enough. We need to maintain our focus every day of 
the year. We need to ensure that our values are central to the what we 
teach and learn, the way we design courses and programs, the way we 
organize and participate in campus activities and student support services, 
the way we plan our way forward as a university. 
We need to think deeply about who we are individually, as students, 
faculty, staff and administrators, and who we are together as a university. 
EWU has a long history of commitment to access and op-
portunity. We’re proud that we reach out to diverse, low-income 
and first-generation students; that we help to transform students’ 
lives. When Tommy Williams delivered his keynote speech during 
Diversity Week, he emphasized the progress Eastern has made in 
the years since he was a student here. But we have to continue 
moving forward. That means sharing our personal experiences, 
having authentic conversations and honoring others through 
sincere listening. That means thinking critically about classroom 
and campus experiences, curriculum and teaching strategies, 
campus programing and campus life.
This is a lot to ask, but it’s vitally important — not just to our 
campus, but to the world we inhabit. I’m committed to ensuring that 
EWU continues to foster deep communication and self-reflection. In 
doing so, we must continue to build institutional infrastructure that 
helps our university achieve these goals. 
Many faculty, staff and students are contributing to our diversity 
and inclusion initiatives, strengthening the alignment between our daily 
activities and our core values and mission.
Last week we cut the ribbon on our new Faculty Commons, which 
provides a place for faculty to work and learn together, to share ideas and 
strategies, to help ensure students’ success in college and in their lives. 
The Faculty Commons will be a powerful force for achieving inclusive 
excellence in our classrooms.
Another hugely significant addition to our campus will be a beautiful 
Multicultural Center in the renovated PUB. Slated to open in 2018, the 
Multicultural Center will bring students together, provide student support 
and work collaboratively with groups on campus and in our communities 
to offer programing and promote dialogue. 
A Multicultural Exploration Team has already been collecting feedback. 
If you want to provide ideas or have questions about the Multicultural 
Center planning or the PUB renovation project, use the feedback form at 
http://access.ewu.edu/pub/feedback or contact the Dean of Students/and 
Associate Vice President for Student Life, Amy Johnson (x7924, dos@ewu.
edu), or ASEWU President (x2514, asewupresident@ewu.edu). 
The Multicultural Center will be a vital force in helping to support 
students and sustain a welcoming and inclusive climate. We also need 
leadership at an executive level, someone who reports to the university 
president. This individual will help ensure that values of diversity and 
inclusion are foundations of our institutional strategic planning, that 
cultural competency training and support are woven into the fabric of 
our campus experiences and that we continue making progress as the 
transformational university we want to be. 
A campus task force led by Dean Vickie Shields and Professor Margo 
Hill is currently talking with faculty, staff and students, exploring the 
characteristics and responsibilities of such an executive leader. You are 
welcome to connect with them if you have questions or wish to share 
ideas. My goal is to advertise and hire for that position in fall 2016.
I’m very excited about these changes at EWU. I remain committed 
to a vision of a transformational university where all are welcome and 
supported. And I’m committed to working with every one of you. 
Thank you all.
A vision for diversity and inclusive excellence
Contributed by Mary Cullinan | EWU President
Cullinan
OP-ED
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Sports
Seniors Kaytlyn Coleman and Katie Mahoney led the EWU women’s track and field team, bringing Big Sky titles back to the red turf. The women Eagles 
placed third with 94.5 points, the best in school history.
Coleman threw 203 feet, 1 inch in the hammer throw 
to break her own school record by one and a half feet, 
ranking now fifth all-time in the Big Sky. Coleman is 
the fourth hammer throw champion for the Big Sky. 
Coleman also competed in the shot put, placing second 
with a 48-4 throw. With both of these performances, 
Coleman was given the Championship’s Most Outstanding 
Performer honors. On the season, she has a league record 
five Big Sky Conference Athlete of the Week awards, with 
an additional three in the indoor season.
“Kaytlyn Coleman pulling off a second-place 
finish in the shot with a personal record was great. 
Being awarded outstanding performer of the meet was 
well-deserved and a wonderful way for her to cap off the 
Big Sky Championships,” women’s head coach Marcia 
Mecklenburg said.
Mahoney took home the title in the steeplechase with 
a time of 10 minutes, 33.19 seconds — the second steeple-
chase title in EWU history. She now ranks 24th in the 
NCAA Division for the steeplechase. She also took fourth 
place in the 800-meter, breaking her own school record 
with a 2:10.96 time. With these performances, she earned 
a total of 46 career points, ranking third in school history 
for total points scored in a league championship.
“It was so much fun,” said Mahoney. “It was so excit-
ing to see all the event areas doing so well. It is awesome 
to see everyone’s hard work paying off.”
For the men, sophomore Jeremy VanAssche won the 
100-meter dash with a time of 10.35 seconds. He now 
owns the indoor 60-meter and the outdoor 100 champi-
onships records. VanAssche was also a part of the men’s 
4x100-meter relay that placed second. VanAssche holds 
the fastest 100 time in school history of 10.31.
“I think everyone’s hearts may still be racing after 
watching Jeremy’s powerful performance in winning 
today’s 100-meter,” said men’s head coach Stan Kerr. “He 
is a competitor on a very high level. I feel what makes 
this more special is his blend of modesty and pride that 
we get to see every day.”
Freshman Larry Still brought home a Big Sky title 
in the pole vault with a 17-0 jump, which is also a 
school record.
Sophomore Aaron Cunningham took fourth in the shot 
put with a 53-7. He also had a throw of 158-5 in the discus.
Senior Joey Payne placed second in javelin with a 217-3 
throw, while junior Joey Day placed 10th with a 180-1 throw.
The men’s 4x100-meter relay team, which included 
freshman Jonah Mathews, sophomore Jose Garcia, freshman 
Chez Jackson and VanAssche, earned second place with a 
40.82 time, while also ranking second in program history.
Also for the women, juniors Anandae Clark and Erin 
Clark placed second and third in the pole vault event, 
having the same height of 12-9. Junior Samantha Baker 
placed third in the javelin with a final throw of 149-1, to 
bring back a medal.
Junior Paula Gil-Echevarria earned All-Big Sky 
Conference honors with back-to-back third-place finishes 
in the 3,000-meter steeplechase.
Senior Berenice Penaloza finished third in the 
10,000-meter with a 36:53.62 time.
Junior Kendra Hamm placed sixth in the heptathlon 
and senior Jozie Kimes placed 13th. Hamm scored 4,676 
points, beating her personal best of 4,545.
The top EWU athletes from the Big Sky 
Championships will compete at the NCAA 
Championships Preliminary Round May 26-28 
in Lawrence, Kansas.
Eagles soar in Big Sky Championship
By Grace Pohl | staff writer
             Ahh!
My head hurts from studying...
Mine did too
until I had my 
eyes examined 
and got glasses! 
Call Vision Haus here in 
Cheney. (509) 235-2010.
They can help you!
Ad
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Women’s Finishers/Entries
Finals
4x400-meter relay      –   senior Erika Lombardo, junior Paige Hammock,  
    sophomore Leanne Asper, sophomore Rebecca Tarbert – 12th, 3:56.07 
4x100-meter relay      –   junior Paige Hammock, senior Erika Lombardo,  
    junior Kendra Hamm, sophomore Rebecca Tarbert          – 6th, 46.52 
100-meter                  –   sophomore Rebecca Tarbert          – 5th, 11.90
800-meter                  –   senior Katie Mahoney                    – 4th, 2:10.96
400- meter Hurdles   –   sophomore Leanne Asper               – 5th, 1:02.30
1,500-meter              –   junior Paula Gil-Echevarria             – 9th, 4:41.10
5,000-meter              –   junior Sarah Reiter                         – 4th, 17:16.60
5,000-meter              –   senior Berenice Penaloza              – 15th, 18:21.84
Triple Jump               –   sophomore Dominique Butler         – 6th, 38-4
Triple Jump               –   freshman Jenna Schlosser             – 10th, 36-11
Javelin                       –   junior Samantha Baker                   – 3rd, 149-1
Javelin                       –   sophomore Bridgette Underwood  – 10th, 133-2
Shot Put                    –   senior Kaytlyn Coleman                  – 2nd, 48-4.75
Shot Put                    –   sophomore Paris Flenoy                 – 14th, 42-9
Shot Put                    –   senior Morgan Romey                    – 11th, 43-1/2
Shot Put                    –   sophomore D'onna Robinson         – 15th, 42-4 1/4
Men’s Finishers/Entries
Finals
100-meter                 –    sophomore Jeremy VanAssche     –   CHAMPION, 10.35
200-meter                 –    sophomore Jeremy VanAssche     –   8th, 24.89
800-meter                 –    junior Logan Stahl                          –   4th,1:53.20
4x100-meter Relay   –    freshman Jonah Mathews, sophomore Jose Garcia,  
    freshman Chez Jackson, sophomore Jeremy VanAssche     –   2nd, 40.82
4x400-meter Relay   –    senior Nick Anthony, junior Austin Upmeyer,  
    freshman Chez Jackson, junior Logan Stahl                     –   10th, 3:18.32
5,000-meter              –    senior Aaron Brenton                    –   13th, 15:40.59
Discus                       –    sophomore Aaron Cunningham         –   7th, 158-05
High Jump                 –   freshman Chez Jackson                 –   15th, 6-03.25
Prelims
100-meter                 –   sophomore Rebecca Tarbert          – 11.99 (advanced)
800-meter                 –   senior Katie Mahoney                     – 2:11:64 (advanced)
400-meter Hurdles    –   sophomore Leanne Asper               – 1:01.29 (advanced)
400-meter Hurdles    –   junior Paige Hammock                    – 1:05.98 (did not advance)
200-meter                 –   sophomore Rebecca Tarbert          – 24.82 (did not advance)
Pole Vault                  –   junior Erin Clark                             – 2nd, 12-9 1/2
Pole Vault                  –   sophomore Macey Weitz               – 9th, 11-7 3/4
Pole Vault                  –   junior Anandae Clark                     – 3rd, 12-9 1/2
Pole Vault                  –   freshman Elizabeth Prouty             – 5th, 12-1 1/2
Pole Vault                  –   freshman Samantha Raines          – 7th, 11-7 3/4
Hammer Throw         –   senior Kaytlyn Coleman                  – CHAMPION, 203-1
Hammer Throw         –   sophomore Samantha Lester         – 12th, 167-10
Hammer Throw         –   sophomore D'onna Robinson         –  NM (no legal throws)
3,000-meter steeplechase  –   senior Katie Mahoney          – CHAMPION, 10:33.19
3,000-meter steeplechase  –   junior Paula Gil-Echevarria  – 3rd, 10:45.78
3,000-meter steeplechase  –   senior Catie Arrigoni            – 12th, 11:25.77
Discus                       –   sophomore Samantha Lester         – 11th, 131-9
Discus                       –   sophomore D'onna Robinson        – 7th, 146-2
Long Jump                –   junior Kendra Hamm                      – 17th, 17-7
High Jump                 –   sophomore Tierra White                – 15th, 5-3
High Jump                 –   sophomore Kaitlyn Grunst             – 17th, 5-1
High Jump                 –   senior Jozie Kimes                         – NM (no-heighted)
200-meter                 –   senior Erika Lombardo                   – 25.14 (did not advance)
10,000-meter            –   senior Berenice Penaloza              – 3rd, 36:53.62
10,000-meter            –   junior Kari Scharnhorst                   – 11th, 40:15.11.
Heptathlon                –   junior Kendra Hamm                       – 6th, 4,676 points
Heptathlon                –   junior Kendra Hamm                       – 13th, 4,151 points
High Jump                 –   freshman Forrest Wallace               – NM (no-heighted)
Javelin                       –    senior Joey Payne                         – 2nd, 217-3
Javelin                       –    junior Joey Day                              – 10th, 180-1
Shot Put                    –    sophomore Aaron Cunningham       – 4th, 53-7 1/2
Shot Put                    –    freshman Aaron Obert                   – 11th, 49-9 3/4
3,000-meter Steeplechase – freshman Steaven Zachman   – 9th, 9:45.04
3,000-meter Steeplechase – senior Aaron Brenton              – 13th, 9:54.36
3,000-meter Steeplechase – junior Zeb Klemke                   – 20th, 10:52.37
10,000 -meter            –    redshirt sophomore Isaac Kitzan   – 16th, 33:03.38
Pole Vault                  –    freshman Larry Still                       – CHAMPION, 17-3/4
Prelims
400-meter                 –    junior Austin Upmeyer                   –   49.09 (did not advance)
400-meter                 –    senior Nick Anthony                      –   51.26 (did not advance)
100-meter                 –    sophomore Jeremy VanAssche     –  10.48 (advanced)
100-meter                 –    freshman Jonah Mathews             –   10.87 (did not advance)
100-meter                 –    freshman Chez Jackson                –   10.93 (did not advance)
800-meter                 –    junior Logan Stahl                         – 1:54.31 (advanced)
200-meter                 –    sophomore Jeremy VanAssche    – 21.04 (advanced)
200-meter                 –    junior Austin Upmeyer                   – 21.71 (did not advance)
200-meter                 –   freshman  Jonah Mathews             – DNS
Track and field statistics
Sports
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RARELY AVAILABLE
awesome apartments for EWU students!
Across the Street from EWU Campus at 111-119 N. 9th Street.
Fully Furnished, All Utilities Included plus Wifi and Basic Cable,
Off Street Parking, Private suites with private baths and in-bedroom
TV’s provided. Granite counters and porcelain tile floors.
Individual leases for 10 months to 2 years.









i   
i
Summer classes start July 5
Easy, quick-admit
for EWU students
Day, evening or online classes,
4-week to 8-week sessions
Visit ccs.spokane.edu/summer
Community Colleges of Spokane does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, disability, sexual orientation or age in its programs, activities or employment. Please direct all inquiries regarding 
compliance with access, equal opportunity and/or grievances to chief administration officer, CCS, 501 N Riverpoint Blvd, PO Box 6000, MS1004, Spokane WA 99217-6000 or call 509-434-5037, SCC TTY 533-8610/VP 
866-948-2811, SFCC TTY 533-3838/VP 509-315-2310. Marketing and Public Relations. April 2016 - 15-0530 - A
The Eagle Athletic Fund (EAF) plays a big role in the athletic department’s internal revenue, and 
it is expecting the fund to double, if not 
triple, in the not-so-distant future.
The prior booster system, the Eagle 
Athletic Association (EAA), was formed 
in 1983 and was the main booster system 
in place. The only drawback was there 
was no room for expansion; the EAA 
simply took donations and did not give 
any benefits in return.
Fast forward to 2013 and the Eagle 
Athletic Fund began to be implemented.
“We embarked on a journey with 
several folks here in the athletic de-
partment to basically start the question 
that if we were to start over from 
scratch and build a brand new booster 
club today, how would we want it to 
look,” said Deputy Athletic Director 
Ken Halpin. “We defined how we need 
it to look if we’re ever going to have 
a chance to grow should the stadium 
expand, should we continue going to 
more NCAA tournaments. We need a 
really strong system in place that makes 
it easy to get in the fray, start support-
ing, start giving and start experiencing 
Eastern athletics as a donor.”
Nearing its 30th year of existence in 
2013, the EAA self-elected to eventually 
dissolve itself and be replaced by the 
EAF in February 2015.
“What we did with that was create 
a priority points-based model where as 
you donate you receive points for your 
donation,” said Halpin. “And then benefits 
come into play: good seats, access to 
hospitality, the Eagle Club, new seats, 
tailgating, really good parking spots. As 
those things come available to people, now 
we can prioritize who gets them based on 
the order of their point total. Based on in 
the past, whoever called first got the new 
seats or whatever, and you never really got 
benefitted for what you were donating.”
With the new system in place, the 
athletic department’s fundraising revenue 
about doubled from $200,000 to $400,000.
“We’ve already cleared the $400,000 
hurdle,” said Halpin. “We want to get 
closer to $1 million over five years. It’s 
a lot of work, and getting to $1 million 
is hard for any school without more 
seats. When you look at schools like 
Montana and Montana State, they’ve 
got large annual funds. A large portion 
of those donations to athletics are tied 
to benefits for seating and parking.”
The next step for the EAF and the 
budget would be expanding the seating area 
of Roos Field in order to increase amounts of 
benefits fans receive from donating.
“It’s a tricky conversation from a 
donor experience,” said Halpin. “We’ve 
created a system where we can grow 
to those levels. The next glass ceiling 
is to kind of add seating, and then the 
seating part of it is really where we can 
start dealing with seven-figure annual 
fundraising totals on a consistent basis.”
The EAF is a huge step forward for 
the athletic department’s budget, and 
it is comparable to other schools in the 
Big Sky Conference.
“Ours is one of the most well-defined 
and efficient,” said Halpin. “I’ve been 
told by many folks that that’s the kind 
of stuff you’d see at an Oregon or 
Washington ... From a functionality per-
spective I’d say it’s incredibly efficient. 
You go to Montana or Montana State, 
they’ve got four people running their 
annual fund ... we do all of that with 
really about one and a half people.”
The other big thing for the program 
is pledges. People would commit to pay 
a certain amount of money, then collect 
their benefits and just stop paying. Now 
they have a very clear-cut timeline of 
what is due when in order for them to 
receive their benefits. If they do not pay 
by the deadline their benefits get cut.
“We feel we compete extremely well 
and have been commended by several 
folks in the industry for how well we’ve 
put this together,” Halpin said.
Eagle Athletic Fund 
expected to grow
By Riley Baker | staff writer
CouponsSports
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FREE APPETIZER 
WITH PURCHASE OF 





Offering Starter Kits, Atomizers, 
Vaporizers, Chargers, Accessories
113 F St, Cheney, WA
(509) 720-9932
Open Mon-Sat 12-8pm 
15% Off Entire Order!
Free Taste Testing
18+
Thank you for another great year!
Come celebrate 







24 West 1st Street, Cheney, WA 99004 | (509) 235-4559 | find us on facebook 
Join us for breakfast!
Friday, 8am-11am | Sat-Sun, 8am-12pm
FREE SODA 
WITH PURCHASE OF
A MEAL OR BURGER
*Must have coupon in hand to receive deal.
Expires June 30th
Spring quarter saw the introduc-tion of two new classes to the physical education program, Swim 
Time I and Swim Time II. 
Like Fast Fitness and Climb Time, 
Swim Time allows students to work out 
on their own time for credit.
Swim Time I requires students record 
a minimum of 20 hours swimming over 
the course of the quarter. In addition 
to the 20 hours swimming, Swim Time 
II also requires three assignments and 
a report on one of the five workshops 
offered throughout the quarter.
Both classes have been hugely 
successful. Despite being “added to the 
Spring Quarter registration list at the 
eleventh hour, [Swim Time] was an 
immediate hit with both the counseling 
office and the students,” Aquatic Center 
Manager Gregory Schmidt said. 
Swim Time I saw more students 
enroll than spots available with a total 
of 26 students registered. Swim Time 
II also filled up all 20 spots by the end 
of the registration period. “We’re all 
thrilled to see 46 students enrolled in 
the new program,” Schmidt said.
“I like the fact that I can swim on my 
own time, and I like that it keeps me moti-
vated to go to the pool,” EWU senior Micah 
Fechner said. If he was not graduating this 
quarter, he said he would take the class again.
Currently, hours are logged in the 
“old-fashioned way” by manually recording 
hours in a binder, Schmidt said, but he has 
plans to update the system over the summer. 
Climb Time, the program that 
Swim Time was modeled after, uses a 
student-developed software program to 
track students’ hours. “We will look at 
the feasibility of installing that software 
here, but separating it from Climb Time, 
so there is no overlap,” Schmidt said. With 
the success of the program an automated 
system seems like the next logical step to 
ensure everything runs smoothly.
Swim Time will be offered in the fall 
with Swim Time I located under Physical 
Education 125 and Swim Time II located 
under Physical Education 135.
“We are grateful to Kevin Klim, manager 
of the URC Climbing Wall, and to student 
Daniel Kipp, who were both instrumental in 
getting Swim Time started,” Schmidt said.
Swim Time floats 
in first quarter
By Siobhan Ebel | contributing writer
When thinking of the Tacoma mentality, instantly icons such as Isaiah Thomas, Avery Bradley and Abdul Gaddy come to mind. 
“My attitude is just trying to get better and be the best player 
I can be. I feel like I can play at the highest level so I have to 
prove it,” said Abdul Gaddy, Tacoma native and professional 
basketball player. “I carry Tacoma with me always because I’m 
from here, it made me who I am. Not a lot of people come out of 
here so I have to carry the city for the next generation.” 
Redshirt freshman Dehonta “JET” Hayes, a Tacoma 
native, carries on the mentality with a chip on his 
shoulder. Standing at 5’11” and weighing 195 pounds, his 
appearance may not intimidate the opposition, but once 
he hits the field, Hayes’ presence is felt immediately.
“Being overlooked was a curse and a blessing at the 
same time,” said Hayes. “Most coaches underestimated my 
abilities based off my size, others were just unsure about 
what kind of athlete I’ll grow to become.” 
Hayes was a scary sight on the defensive end after 
graduating from Lincoln High School in 2015 with 
teammate Jayson Williams. Hayes was listed as a three-
star recruit, rated the second-best safety and 16th-best 
prospect in Washington state by scout.com. Coming out 
of high school with 11 other Division I offers, he chose 
EWU to make a name for himself. 
“I built a prior relationship with the coaching staff and 
players at EWU, which made my choice a lot easier,” Hayes said.
As a senior, Hayes was named first-team All-3A 
Narrows League as a defensive back and second team as a 
wide receiver and kick returner. He was also a second-team 
selection at defensive back for the Tacoma News Tribune 
All-Area team. “I knew what I was getting myself into 
going to a school like Lincoln where it’s full of athletes,” 
said Hayes. “All the negativity that came from the critics 
and doubters was more motivation to become better.”
During his high school career he had 15 interceptions, 
240 tackles, five special teams touchdowns and was a three-
time team captain. With such a great career, Hayes was 
expecting to come and play immediately, but both he and 
the coaching staff made the decision for him to redshirt.
“Redshirting, to me, was the best idea I came up with, 
although I was given the opportunity to play or redshirt by my 
coach,” said Hayes. “I knew there was some key things I needed 
to work on before I would be able to excel at the college level.” 
Many see redshirting as only a time to improve 
sports-wise, which Hayes managed to do as he was named 
defensive scout player of the week once in 2015, but his 
off-field performance has flourished as well. Hayes had 
a 3.6 grade point average in high school, and in just two 
quarters at EWU, the future business administration 
major recieved a 3.89 grade point average.
“Having the ability to not only inspire younger kids but my 
siblings as well is something I’ve always strived to do,” Hayes said.
Listed as a reserve at safety and rover on the 2016 presea-
son depth chart, Hayes will show how his Tacoma mentality 
and redshirt year is a force to be reckoned with.
Heart over height
By RayJaun Stelly | contributing writer
EWU ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAM
New Entrepreneurship Business Major and General Minor 
ADDITIONALLY:
EWU student pitch competition coming soon!
Entrepreneurship scholarship—awarded annually!
Interact with key players in the Spokane 
entrepreneurship ecosystem!
Build your idea to compete for cash in business 
plan and business model competitions, including 
the Inland Northwest Business Plan Competition!
Attend the annual EWU Entrepreneur of 
the Year Awards Breakfast!
For additional information contact:
Bruce T. Teague, Ph.D.
Director of the Center for Entrepreneurship 
and Associate Professor of Management
College of Business & Public Administration
668 N. Riverpoint Blvd., Suite A #359 
Spokane, WA 99202-1677   
Ph: 509-828-1258     
Bteague@ewu.edu    www.ewu.edu
Want to build your own dream?
Want to make the world a better place?
Want to turn a killer idea into a business?
Entrepreneurs are changing the world!
Program begins Fall 2016 at EWU!
Entrepreneurship Core Courses: 
FALL QUARTER:
ENTP 311—Entrepreneurial Thinking and Behavior  
**ENTP 311 is required as a prerequisite for all other ENTP courses
WINTER QUARTER:
ENTP 411—Finding and Evaluating Opportunities 
ENTP 438—Entrepreneurial and Small Business Finance 
SPRING QUARTER:
ENTP 412—Business Model Design
ENTP 489—The Business Plan Lab
MAJOR: Must meet the Business program admis-
sion requirements prior to starting 
entrepreneurship major level coursework.
MINOR: Non-majors must complete a minimum 
of 20 credits within approved entrepreneurship 
coursework.
EWU Business Program Advisors
Cheney Campus: (509)359-6277
Spokane Campus: (509)828-1249
